This paper demonstrates that the theory of StieltjesVolterra integral equations may be subsumed in Mac Nerney's general integral equation theory by making suitable choices of linear spaces and sets of operators.
Thus 4U contains {0, 0}.
Lemma. // g is in S3 and e is a positive number, then there is an Q-partition r of [c,u\ such that
for each Q-refinement s of r and t in S.
Proof. By the remark preceding the lemma and the fact that each element of S3 is the uniform limit of a sequence with values in JF2 [2] , if we establish the lemma for g in ff2 we are through. Assume that c<u and g is in fj2. Since (L)f?kdh exists [3] , where h is the function from [c, u] 
P=i
Hence we have the theorem. We will use the notation of [4] . Take fF3 as the abelian group G and norm it with the supremum norm || -||. Let H denote the class of all functions from G into G to which {O, O] belongs and let 1 denote the identity function in H. We will depend on the context to distinguish between the zeros of X, M, and H and the identities of M and H. Specializing Mac Nerney's definitions to our situation, we have 0G.+ is the class of O-additive functions from SXS into the nonnegative numbers; 691Z+ is the class of ©-multiplicative functions from SXS into the numbers no smaller than 1; ©ft is the class of functions from 5X5 into H to which V belongs only in case (1) F is ©-additive and (2) there is a member a of 0(2+ such that if {u, v} is in SXS and {/, g} is in GXG then || V(u, v)f-V(u, v)g\\ £a(u, v)\\f-g\\; and ©9TC is the class of functions from 5X5 into H to which W belongs only in case (1) W is ©-multiplicative and (2) there is a member /i of 09TC+ such that if {u, v} is in SXS and
is an element of ©a.
Proof. For each u, v, and tin S, g and h in G, and positive number e, 
Similarly, h has a left-hand limit at each point of 5 which is not a left-hand endpoint of 5. 
